SF Deserves Better

Unnecessary cuts to safety, public services, and healthcare are dangerous for us all.

Working families in San Francisco deserve world-class City services—and the people who provide them should be able to care for ourselves and our loved ones.

But Mayor Breed has ordered City departments to cut 3.5% from their budgets in each of the next two years, hurting already underfunded services and the people who depend on them. **We must fight back.**

“For firefighters, two years of budget cuts will mean longer waits for ambulances to arrive at emergencies and more time out of service as we struggle with our aging fleet of engines and trucks.”

-Adam Wood, SF Firefighter, IAFF

While the City continues to do better economically, we still see budgets cuts getting larger—this hurts every member of our community. How do we expect to solve the major issues like homelessness with cuts and short staffing to valuable city services? We need the city to provide bold leadership and invest in our communities.”

-Theresa Rutherford, Laguna Honda CNA, SEIU 1021

Is the problem really **San Francisco’s budget?**

**No.** In FY2018-19, Department heads were directed to trim their budgets by 2 percent based on deficit projections at the time of budget instructions. But at the end of that year, total revenues for the year far outpaced expenses while San Francisco’s General Fund balance grew to $2.8 billion.

These budget games are more than numbers on a spreadsheet—they impact the health and safety of us all.

“Cuts will delay completing Crisis Intervention training for staff to address individuals suffering from mental illnesses and crisis.”

-Lisette Adams, Sheriff’s Captain, SFMSA

“To cut maintenance and repair positions when we are already short on personnel will just mean longer repair times and more frequent line delays.”

-Jim Long, SFMTA Electronic Maintenance Technician | IBEW Local 6

**Take action** to defend workers, residents, and City services: [www.bit.ly/nosfcuts](http://www.bit.ly/nosfcuts)
The bottom line is we have to fight back.

For years, the City has projected deficits when it came time for budget instructions from the Mayor. But at year’s end, actual revenue totals always far outpaced projected deficits. In fact, over the last 5 years, SF’s General Fund revenues have outpaced expenses by a cumulative $1.9 billion. City reserves are at an all-time high.

Nothing will change if we don’t fight back. The City will continue to manufacture a budget crisis every year to justify dangerous cuts to vital services. The health, safety, and well-being of working families will continue to be at risk.

Say no to destructive cuts that hurt us all.

“The mayor is proposing budget cuts. This will severely impact students, teachers, seniors, people with disabilities, the working class and everyone that rides the bus. Which bus lines should we kill? Which bus lines should we save?”

-Roger Marenco, Muni Operator, TWU 250-A (Left)

“Cuts to our slim budget would mean our pediatric clinics will not have the necessary tools to treat children. There simply won’t be enough therapists to provide the proper comprehensive care that one would expect from a world class city such as San Francisco.”

-Deanna Chan, Occupational Therapist, IFPTE 21

“Budget cuts mean cuts to services. Without the staffing and resources we need, we can’t keep San Francisco transit riders moving.”

-Vernon Ting, Muni Mechanic, Machinists 1414

“San Francisco maintains hundreds of parks, golf courses, rec centers, and more for residents. Budget cuts put the services that keep our parks running at risk.”

-Cynthia Wheeler, Rec. and Park Plumber, UA Local 38

“Staffing at the 27 branches of the SF Public Library has been at the bare minimum for a long time. Unfortunately, we have to cancel storytimes for children and their caregivers frequently because of short staffing across the library system. Cutting the SF Public Library budget by 3% will affect our ability to offer the wonderful programs that so many people highly value and attend each week.”

-Chela Lucas, Children’s Librarian II, SEIU 1021

Defend the services that make our City a great place to live, work, and raise a family.

Take action: www.bit.ly/nosfcuts
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